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The major factor that comes alongside with the Yuri Lotman’s concept of Semiosphere, is 
(re)laying the accent: the primary is the integrity (sphere), in respect of which the particular  
phenomena just display separate functions — and not contrariwise. Important concepts that 
do structure and organize such a world are boundary, centre and periphery, part and whole 
etc. 

The conception of photography refused, with discourse yielded in researches, much that was 
trail-blazing and positive: there appeared in print in-depth treatments of photography in 
criminology, tourism, medicine, family, art, sexuality and other areas, in the course of  
which it was revealed, characteristically of post-modern thinking that photography does 
not occur in them and other practices as reflective only, but as something powerfully 
forming and constituting the conscience. Nevertheless there are conclusions here, which 
one would not want to agree with.

Diachronic boundaries of the photographic medium
Identity of photographic space of meaning has its temporal dimension — therefore a study of 
the rise of photography and its recession enables us to highlight such aspects of space of 
meaning, which would otherwise remain hidden. 

Boundaries of photography and other media – photographical as a property
The aforementioned order “inside” photography aside, its order and position are also 
observable synchronically, so to say — photography nurtures the relations of vital 
significance with other media. Those relations can also be considered either in a narrower 
aspect (as the borderline between technologies, their relations) or in a wider perspective 
(borders on the media level and in the sense of functional “division of labour”). It’s the 
utmost time to look how this interchange is taking place on the level of ways of signification. 
Should we now switch over to photographical as a “property”, the demarcation process of 
photography would become significantly more complicated, however also more interesting. 

Non-photography and “anti-photography”
What could be, types of disorganization from the standpoint of photography? How/ what way 
would we present to ourselves the “non- and anti-photography”?

The core and periphery of photographic semiosphere 
How could one imagine the core of “photographic” space of meanings? Logically it should be 
related to pivotal roles of photography/photographs, that photography performs either in 
collective memory of the society, mass communication or in more general symbols economy. 
In that case, the core of the present semiosphere must be connected with photography as 
identification/ verification and memory/remembering, however also with aspects of mass 
communication. But still - is this and adequate viewpoint?

Part and whole in photographic semiospheres: the phenomenon of mirror splinter
It would be high time, now to pose an interesting however complicated question: in what 
relation could parts of the semiosphere of photography stand (e.g. types of photography, 
functions etc.) against the whole? And should we select such “parts” from the level of 
methods or functions of photographing; from among types of photography, its genres or from 
elsewhere? In other words: will the concept of documentary, for instance keep reminding us 
that it is “documentary” only so far as there are different methods of photography besides it ? 
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